
East Cowton Church of England Primary School 
Information Sheet for Parents or Guardians of Class One pupils 

Term: Autumn Term 2019 
Class teachers Mrs Whent and Mrs Bartley 

Support Assistant Mrs Tongue  

 
 

School gates will open at 8:45am and the school day begins at 9:00am (the bell will be rung at 8.55am). It ends at 3:30pm.  Please 
make sure your child is at school on time and that he/she is collected on time. We foster an open door policy and welcome 
parents to catch us when we are not on duty before or after school if you have anything you need to discuss. Thank You. 

Please remember to inform the school office of any change of address, home telephone number, mobile 
telephone number, or any other emergency contact information. 

 

Things I will need every week 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Dinner Money Please use Parent Pay 

Water Bottle       

PE Kit      

Reading Book      

Maths Book  Sent into school Sent home   

Spellings    Sent into school Sent home 

Grid Homework Please see grid homework sheet attached 

 

This term we are exploring ‘Art in the environment’ 
ENGLISH Texts – We will begin exploring the story “Me” before moving onto a series of stories set in the 

environment “Leaf man” and “Stanley’s stick”.  Non-fiction texts are linked to our science topic 
investigating materials, and poetry will be linked to seasonal change.  

MATHS We will launch our maths this term exploring number and place value, addition and 
subtraction. 

SCIENCE In the Autumn term we will be investigating different materials, their properties and uses. We 
will also be exploring seasonal changes in Autumn and Winter. 

COMPUTING In ICT we will be discussing E-Safety and focussing on our basic ICT skills, turning on a 
computer, logging on safely, use of passwords, closing programs correctly and shutting down 
appropriately. 

RE In RE we will be posing the question, ‘’ What does it mean to belong?” 
 

GEOGRAPHY  We will be embarking on our geography work in the second half of term looking at and 
discussing a variety of aerial photographs and their locations.  

HISTORY  In history we will be talking about and researching events beyond our living memory 
particularly The Great Fire of London.  

ART Art encompasses our curriculum this term as we will be embracing every opportunity to 
explore art in the natural environment. 

DT In DT, we will be seeking out materials in our local environment to make dens and shelters, 
linking closely with science and exploring the best materials to use. 



PE In PE we have a rugby coach for one session this half term and the second session will cover 
invasion games. 

MUSIC In music we are going to be looking at ‘Pictures at an Exhibition’ by Mussorgsky. 
 

We value the support of all parents.  If you feel you can help in any way with the work we are covering 
this term, please contact the class teachers as soon as possible. 

 
Class Information 

Phonics and Spelling 
We will be teaching 3 sounds per week to children in their phonic stages. We will write these into the reading jotters 
so you can keep an eye out when reading with children for words with those sounds in.  Children are encourage to 
hear the sounds in the different position in words, encourage to recall the sound from its letter shape and also form 
the letters.   
Year 1 and 2 children will be given a spelling rule each week and a list of words which have that spelling pattern in 
them.  If children can think of any additional words and learn them we will include them into their test. They will be 
awarded a house point for each extra word they learn!  

Reading  
EYFS- We start word building using the taught letters straight away from phonics. We focus on 3 letter words also 
known as ‘cvc’ words. Each week, as the children’s knowledge builds we revisit known letters, adding the new 
sounds to make more words. Children can play eye spy games finding letter shapes when sharing books with you. 
We also encourage children to play games with the letters, making words with letter cards, which we will send 
home. Children will also be given a word of the week. These are tricky words from the phonics phases for children to 
recognise as a whole word. 
Year 1 and 2- Once your child is reading books with words, we aim to hear them read their individual books at least 
twice a week to an adult in class. Please hear your child read at home, at least twice a week, but more if possible, 
little and often is best! As a class we encourage and reward effort. Children are given a certificate towards their Head 
teacher awards for every 10 times that they read at home. We also celebrate the reader of the month, displaying 
their photograph in the class. 
Maths 
At the start of the year all children will be starting at the bottom of our Maths ladders. Every week they will be given 
time to practise the skills on their section of the ladder. Once they can do these skills confidently, fluently and 
quickly they get a certificate awarded.   

Homework Sheet  
 

Materials 
Support your children in exploring different materials in the 
outside environment doing a material hunt. Ask children to 
find you something made from a material type, for example; 
stone. You can then increase complexity asking children to find 
you something with certain property for example; something 
hard.  
Linked with our topic ‘Art in the environment’ if children see a 
pattern or shape they find interesting encourage them to 
photograph this or draw/paint it. Ask them to think about 
what it is made from? How did it get there? What do they like 
about it? 

Den Building 
As part of our DT after half term children will be looking at the 
use of natural materials in the local environment to build dens 
and structures. Why not have a go at home and send in any 
photographs for our new website. 

Maths Focus 
Try to do your children’s Maths Workbooks, 1 page per week 
at home. If books can be sent in on a Tuesday then Mrs Bartley 
will mark and send back on Wednesday. EYFS and Year 1 
children please practise counting skills in 1’s from any number 
forward and back, also counting from 0 in 2’s, 5’s and 10’s. 
Year 2 children please practise recall of the 2, 5 and 10 times 
table in order, or out of order recalling facts and move onto 3 
times table. 

Reading 
We encourage you and your children to share a variety of 
books at home. If there is one they particularly enjoy please 
take a  of them with the book and send into our school email. 
Or you can send it into school so they can share it with their 
friends. We will be having story sharing time a couple of times 
a week. When children have shared their book they can plant a 
seed in the giant’s pot, through this we hope to help children 
foster a love of reading. In time we hope to grow our own class 
beanstalk- look out for this sprouting from our reading 
Garden.   

 


